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Auxiliary contactor 2S2Ö, DC DILA-22 (24VDC) - Auxiliary
relay 0VAC 24VDC 2NC/ 2 NO DILA-22(24VDC)

Eaton
DILA-22(24VDC)
276414
4015082764142 EAN/GTIN

275,56 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Contactor relay 2S2Ö, DC DILA-22(24VDC) Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 0V, Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 60 Hz 0V, Rated control supply voltage Us
at DC 24 ... 24V, type of voltage for actuation DC, rated operational current Ie, 400 V 4A, connection type auxiliary circuit Screw connection, mounting type DIN rail/screw,
number of auxiliary contacts as NC contact 2, number of auxiliary contacts as NO contact 2, number of auxiliary contacts as NC contact, delayed switching 0, number of
auxiliary contacts as NO contact, leading contact 0, number of auxiliary contacts as changeover contact 0, auxiliary contactor , Assortment: Contactor relays DILA, Application:
Contactor relay, Description: Basic devices with forcibly guided contacts, connection technology: screw terminals, rated operational current AC-15 220 V 230 V 240 V: Ie= 4 A,
380 V 400 V 415 V: Ie= 4 A, contact assembly NO = NO contact: 2 NO, contact fitting NC = NC contact: 2 NC, code number/version of the combination code number: 22E, can
be combined with auxiliary switch module: DILA-XHI(V)… , Actuating voltage: 24 V DC, Type of current AC/DC: Direct current operation, Degree of protection: IP20, Notes:
Contact elements according to EN 50011., Connection designation of the coil according to EN 50005., Integrated protective circuit., Standards and regulations: IEC/EN 60947,
EN 60947- 5-1, VDE 0660, UL, CSA
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